Social and Environmental Issue of
Deforestation in Papua, Indonesia
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• home to worlds third-largest rainforest, is
emerging as a new frontier to massive land
1
conversion, primarily to palm-oil plantation
• not only contributes to major environmental
impacts to Papua, but also damages the
centuries-old relationship and livelihood of
indigenous community with nature
• forests are an integral part of Papua’s
indigenous people, who mostly live in rural area
• at this increasing rate, the delicate balance
between human and nature are at risk.
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Recent Large-scale Deforestation in Papua
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/148021/deforestation-in-papua
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• seeking for a new land! • bribe for political funding 3 • illegal logging hotspot • Trans-Papua highway
(span over 4000 km)
• emerging market
• false advertisement under • precious wood
4
• cheaper land to invest
the name of development (ironwood, agarwood) • urban expansion

• 1 million ha projects
• a “gesture” to solve
5
food and energy crisis

Questionable sustainability practices

Indigenous rights violation
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forest fires—highly effective for land clearing
not considering any socioeconomic impact

exclusion from negotiation & decision making
6
opression & racial discrimination

Biodiversity loss

Indigenous land disputes
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reduced native species & diversity
depleted food sources from forest

losing rights to their ancestor land
unfair land purchase (±8 USD/ha)
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Social tension

reduced water quality for drinking
hotter climate, leads to less water
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lack of human development
8
unchanged access to better life

Water access
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Social welfare
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conflict over transmigration land
unfair competition in the market
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Climate change
devastating future natural disaster
more carbon emission to atmosphere

Changing way of life

Environmental health
4

dietary changes from subsistence product
9
lost their traditional values to modern life

Conclusion
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• relationship of human with environment has coexisted in Papua
ever since, the deforestation tips the balance between them
• most of social issues lies on indigenous people rights, its conflict,
and cultural change
• irresponsible practice on the environment leads to severe impacts,
including loss in biodiversity, health, and disaster
• improve environmental stewardship of the indigenous people may
curb further deforestation, beside merely relies on government

deforestation linked to emerging disease
humanitarian disaster is more likely to happen
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